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Vivaldi and the Eise o£ Instrumental Music
Out of the dance suites popular m the 16f h cent
and the beginning of the 17th (known in Italy as
the Sonata da Camera) developed the concerto
This began as two groups of instrumentalists
compared and contrasted with each other as m
Giovanni Gabneli s Sonata piano e forte With
Arcangelo Corelll (1653-1713) the concerto grosso
took a more definite shape alternating a solo
group of instruments with the main body of strings
in three or more contrasting movements gui
seppe Torelh (1658-1709) Fiancesco Gemimam
(1687-1762) and Tommaso Albmoni (1671-1760)
were other notable contributors to the form but
none of the composers so far mentioned has today
achieved the popularity of the priest Antonio
Vivaldi (c 1678-1741) himself a violinist who
hid at Ms disposal the orchestra at the Ospedale
della Pieta m Venice The young women at this
music school also contributed the vocal side of the
concerts there of which there are many descrip
tiong One says They sing like angels play
the violin flute organ oboe cello bassoon—in
short no instrument is large enough to frighten
them I swe vr nothing is so charming than to
see a young and pretty nun dressed m white a
sprig of pomegranate blossom behind one ear
leading the orchestra and beating time with ill
the grace and precision imaginable Tor this
body Vivaldi wrote about 500 concertos which
maintain a remarkably even quality of which
The Four Seasons are perhaps the most
felicitous
Meanwhile organ music was advancing rapidly
in technique Girolamo Irescobaldl (1583-1643)
and Jan Pieterszoon Sweehnck (1562-1621) wrote
works that provided the foundation of the Italian
and Northern German schools of organ music
Their ricercares gradually developed into the
fugue a vein so richly mined by Bach Among
then successors the most notable figure before
Bach was Johann Pachelbel (1653-1706)
Other keyboard music especially for the harpsi
chord was the particular province of France and
Jean Philippe Kameau (1688-1764) and Francois
Goupenn (1668-1733) were both masters of key
board style and harmonic invention
Bach (1685-1760)
The two giant figures of Bach and Handel
bestnde the first half of the 18th cent Their
differences are perhaps greater than their similari
ties Bach wrote essentially for himself (al
though of course he had to satisfy his employers
at C6then and Leipzig) while Handel was compos
me to please his wide public Bach was a pro
vmcial always remaining m central Germany
Handel was widely travelled Bach was devoutly
religious almost ascetic Handel was more a man
of the world They never met
To summarise Bachs vast output in a short
space is virtually impossible One can only try
to distil the flavour of his music He brought the
art of polyphony to the highest pitch of mastery
that has ever been achieved or is ever likely to
be achieved In his famous Forty Eight and
the Art of the Fugue he explored all the fugal
permutations of the major and minor keys At
the some tune his music rose above technical
brilliance to achieve especially m his organ music
the two Passions many of the church cantatas
and the B minor Mass intense emotional and ex
pressive power The cantatas from his Leipzig
appointment (1723) onwards were integrated into
the services They consisted usually of a chorus
based on a Lutheran hymn tune recitatives
several extended arias and a concluding chorus
usually a straightforward version of the hymn
tune in which the congregation joined There
are some two hundred of these works and they
contain a wealth of comparatively unknown and
sometimes even unrecognised beauties The St
John and the St Matthew Passion extend these
procedures to a grand scale an Evangelist telling
the new Testament story in vivid recitative the
chorus taking the part of the crowd soloists pon
dering in arias on the meaning of the Gospel and
Jesus s words being sung by a bass Anyone who
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has heard either of these works well performed
cannot help but dismiss from his mind any idea of
Bach as a mere dry as dust musical mathemati
cian In the St Matthew Passion every sugges
tion m the test that con possibly be illustrated by
a musical equivalent is so illustrated The Old
Testament Pharasaic law is represented by strict
musical forms such as the canon Christ s sayings
are given noble arioso hfe and the anas reflect
truly the New Testaments compassionate
message Technically the work ia a marvel
expressively it is eloquent The B minor Mass
although it contains borrowings from many of his
own works still st vnds as a s itisfying monumental
whole in which Bach s choral writing achieved a
new richness the adaptations being in accord with
their new setting
Bach s instrumental music especially the viohn
concertos and the unaccompanied works for violin
and cello not only show the immense range of his
powers but also contam many of his deeper
thoughts whereas the orchestral suites and the
Brandenburg concertos are more extrovert
particularly the rhythmically exuberant fast
movements
Bach closes an era—that of the later contra
puntahsts—by achieving the ne y>lus ultra in fugal
composition his last incomplete work the Art
of the Fugue is evidence of this
Handel (1685-1759)
During his lifetime Handel was far more widely
recognised as a great composer than Bach and his
music unlike Bachs maintained its place m
popular esteem until the re discovery of Bach and
the dominance of the symphony placed Handel
somewhat in the background
During the latter part of the 19th cent Handel s
name was mainly associated with mammoth
anachronistic performances of a small sample of
his oratorios at the Crystal Palace and elsewhere in
England In his lifetime these works and all his
other works m the genre were sung by a small
choir who were outnumbered by the instrumental
players Over the past few years authentic sized
performances of his oratorios and a revival of
interest in his operas have revealed the real Handel
unknown to our grandparents
The operas were neglected partly because the
vocal prowess they required—and which the cas
trati so brilliantly supplied—was no longer avail
able and because their dramatic life at least
according to 19th and early 20th cent tenets
hardly existed Now it is realised that this neglect
has deprived us of an unending stream of glorious
melody and of much daring harmony But per
haps it is m the hitherto disregarded oratorios
such as Scrnele that Handel s innate dramatic
sense and musical range are to be heard gloriously
fulfilled and the pastoral serenade Acts and
Galatea is surely one of the most delightful scores
ever composed
Handel was a colourful imaginative orchestra
tor and this can be heard both m his accompam
ment to vocal music and m his concert! gross! op
3 and 6  the earlier set exploiting a diversity of
interesting string and wind combination    In his
writing he was at home in a polyphonic or homo
phonic style as his superb choruses show    His
organ concertos of which he was the   inventor
(to quote a contemporary source)   were often
played between the acts of his oratorios    They
are alternately expressive and exuberant pieces
calling for some virtuosity from the player    His
occasional works  such as the Water Music and
Fireworks Music show his ingenuity in extending
the range of the typical 17th cent suite to serve ft
particular occasion
Handel s working life was mostly spent in
England where his Italian operas were acclaimed
In the years between his arrival here in 1711 and
1729 he wrote nearly thirty operas It was only
when the public tued of these and his reputation
slumped that he turned to oratorio with equal

